POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji, September 13, 2017
Bhada 22, 1939

A power shut down has been arranged on September 15, 2017 between 9.00 a.m. to 2.00 p.m. at 33/11 KV Saligao Sub Station for maintenance work. Areas affected are Saligao, Candolim-Orda, Verem, Betim, Nerul, Vollant, Part of Calangute, Industrial Estate Pilerne, Pilerne Village, Garbage Plant, Saipem, Navetim, Volvaddo, Moica Vaddo, Navy Campus and surrounding areas.

Similarly power shut down has been arranged on September 15, 2017 between 9.00 a.m. to 12.00 at 11 KV Vasco-I feeder from Sancoale Sub Station for maintenance work. Areas affected are Chowgule garden, Zuarinagar, Alto Dabolim, Hollant, Ranghavi Estate, JNVC Nagar, Bogmalo, Chicolna.